
IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS, PLEASE CALL THE GRAND’S TICKET OFFICE AT 
715-842-0988 / 888-239-0421 OR EMAIL INFO@GRANDTHEATER.ORG.

ADDRESS AND PAYMENT INFORMATION 
NAME 

EMAIL                                                                                  

PHONE (day)                                                              PHONE (eve)

ADDRESS 

CITY                                                             STATE                  ZIP  

PAYMENT:        CASH           CHECK           VISA           MASTERCARD           DISCOVER           

               GIFT CERTIFICATE 

ACCOUNT #                                                           EXP. DATE  

SIGNATURE

Credit cards will be charged upon receipt of order. 

CVV#

Additional Seating Notes: 

Please check if you have any of the following accessibility requests:

           Wheelchair or mobility device seating                                       
         Special seating for vision or hearing impairment

OR           Best Available 

SEATING PREFERENCES | Select your preferred sections for seating

Please circle your FIRST, SECOND, 
and THIRD choice of preferred 
sections below.

1st Section Preference:

A        B        C        D        E

2nd Section Preference:

A        B        C        D        E

3rd Section Preference:

A        B        C        D        E 

THE HUNTERTONES
APRIL 9 | JAZZ
Touring over 20 countries, the Huntertones have 
brought people together around the globe 
with fun, imaginative, and fearless music.  Their 
high energy, horn-driven sound bends genres 
and is championed as “Soulful, tasty and 
groovy.”

THEM COULEE BOYS
OCTOBER 4 | BLUEGRASS
Born in the back valleys of Western Wisconsin, 
Them Coulee Boys craft a brand of Americana 
that blends punk, bluegrass, and rock & roll.  
With energy, exuberance, and wit, they’ve 
quickly become a force on the Midwest music 
scene since their founding in 2013.

HALIE LOREN
NOVEMBER 22 | POP/JAZZ
Languid and smouldering, Halie Loren entices 
audiences with a smooth voice and emotional 
performance.  Considered a prodigy at age 
13 when she won a prestigious song-writing 
competition that garnered national attention, 
true talent takes the stage when Halie Loren 
performs.

Check out three of the eight shows that will be a part of the 
2019/20 Truck Country 10x10 Series:

Reserve a four-top table to every show for $450 or a two-top table for 
$225 to get eight guaranteed unique and special concert experiences. 
After a near sold-out season, you don’t want to miss out on reserving a 
table before they’re gone!
Space is limited. All subscriptions will be processed in the order they are 
received following all renewal orders.

PLUS FIVE MORE SHOWS!

10X10 SERIES SUBSCRIPTION FORM

             Four-top table ($450)              Two-top table ($225)

Mark which table size you wish to reserve for the 2019/20 10x10 Series below:

2019/20 SUBSCRIPTION ORDER FORM


